Communicators Online Repository

The Communicators Online Repository (CORE) is a collection of resources for Purdue communicators. We are currently using this wiki platform to compile resources but will eventually build on an intranet platform.

To maximize this site's usefulness, we need your input. Fill out this recommendation form, and tell us what resources you want.

What can we help you with?

Navigate the site using the buttons below or the page tree on the left to find the help you need. You will need to log in with your Purdue career account to access resources. If you have any questions, please send us an email at contentmarketinghelp@purdue.edu.

Stay Updated!

Subscribe to the Slack channel

Did you know there's a Purdue Communicators Slack team? In "channels," look for #purdue-communicators (you may have to click the plus sign to see the full channel directory).

Haven't signed up for the Slack team yet? Just click on the link above and create an account with your Purdue email address. You can subscribe to any channel you're interested in.
Content Marketing Operations is a functional team within Purdue Marketing and Media that serves Purdue communicators. We manage the implementation of and support various marketing tools, and gather and share resources on this CORE site.